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Introduction
The behaviorof a chargedloop of stringis a traditionalsubject forteatimespeculation.Thereare manytantalizingquestionsabout extremalconfigurationsand dynamics.RecentlyO'Hara [O'H1-3]beganto givethisdiscussion
a foundationby describingseveral"potentialenergies"fora C2 loop in 3-space
and remindingtopologistsof the method physicistsuse-regularization-to
make theirdefiningintegralsconverge.Amongthesemethods,potentialenergies and theirclose relatives,the most interesting
seems to be the energyE
definedin the followingparagraph.
Let 7y= 7(u) be a rectifiable
curvein W, whereu belongsto an intervalof
R or the circleS1. For any pair of points7y(u),7y(v),denoteby D(y(u), y(v))
the distancebetweenthemon the curve;i.e., the minimumof the lengthsof
subarcsof 7ywithone endpointat 7y(u)and the otherat 7y(v).We definethe
*Research by Michael Freedmanis partiallysupportedby N.S.F. Grant DMS 89-01412 and the
Minnesota GeometryCenter,whichis supportedby N.S.F. Grant DMS 89-20161. Research by ZhengXu He is partiallysupportedby N.S.F. Grant DMS 90-06954. Research by ZhenghanWang is partially
supportedby N.S.F. GrantDMS 89-01412.
Part of this workwas announcedat the NATO AdvancedResearchWorkshopin "TopologicalFluid
Dynamics" at the Instituteof TheoreticalPhysics,Universityof California,Santa Barbara, November,
1991 (see [FrH2]),and anotherpart appeared in the Bulletinof the A.M.S.
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energyof the curve'y relativeto thepoint7y(u)to be the followingintegral:

(0.1)

E(Jy
{y(u))= Ii(u)I2

-

} K7(v)Idv.

D(a(V>(u))2

Note that the functionu |-- E(-y,,y(u)) E [0,oc] is measurable. The following
integral
(0.2)

E(7y)= JE(^y<y(u)) y(u)Idu

will be called the energyof the curve7y.
By equations (0.1) and (0.2) we obtain
(0.3)

E)

I(V)-I )

i

-D((v), 7 (U))22

(U)12

}

)I IV(V)I dudv.

The following
lemma is immediate.
LEMMA 0.1. (i) E(ty,y(u)) and E(-y) do not dependon theparametrization or orientationof the curve.
- W3be an affinesimilarity
witha linearexpansionequal
(ii) Let T: JR3
to s. Then sE(T o y,T o 7y(u))= E(y, 7y(u)) and E(T o y) = E(7y).
[1

A fundamentalpropertyof E(7y)is a formof the Mobius invariance.
THEOREM 2.1. Let ^ybe a simpleclosedcurvein

W3and let T be a Mobius

transformation
of JR3
U {oo}. The followingstatementshold:
(i) If T o y C R3, then E(T o y) = E(-y).
(ii) If T o 'y passes throughoc, then E((T o y) n 1R3)= E(y)

-

4.

We see that E is a regularizationof 1/r2-potential
energy1;and in the
case of closed curvesit differs
only in normalizationfromthe 1/r2-potential
energy of O'Hara,

EO/Hara=

1/2E

-

2 (see [O'H1]).

Note that there are

of E. For
competingcandidatesforthe exponentequal to -2 in the definition
example,the newtonianpotentialin W3has an exponentequal to -1. When
the exponentis strictlylargerthan -3, finitevalues are obtainedforsmooth
simpleloops. Exponentssmallerthan or equal to -2 yieldenergiesthat blow
up as a simple loop ^ybegins to acquire a double point, thus creatingan
infinite
energybarrierto a changeof topology.The exponent-2 is the largest
exponentwherea divergenceis obtainedif two distinctstrandsof 7ycross. To
to considerthe contributionto (unregularized)
appreciatethis it is sufficient
1The usual newtonianpotentialin R3 is 1/r.
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energyfroma unit-speedarc a of an x-axis arc and a unit-speedarc 3 of a
y-axisnear the origin:

JJ(
disk

x2?y2)2

dx dy =J

Op

dpdO = oo.

Such a barrierwould not exist forthe newtonianpotentialin IR3. Similarity
and M6bius invarianceare, of course,special to the exponent-2.
In fact,ifthe energyof a curve7yis finiteand ifu is the arc-lengthparameter,then u F--7(u) must be a (topologically)tame bi-Lipschitzembedding
(via Lemma 1.2 and Theorem4.1). On the otherhand, if 7yis a simpleclosed
curve in 1R3whose curvatureis uniformly
bounded, then the energyof 7yis
bounded (via Proposition1.5).
Thus it is naturalto address questionsin the theoryof knotsand links2
in termsof the energyof embeddedcurvesin theirisotopyclasses. In this
directionO'Hara proved that given simultaneousupper bounds on several
geometricquantities,namelyenergy,length,and the L2 normoftheciuvahjmp,
only finitelymanyknot typescan occur. We drop the hypotheseson length
and the L2 normof the curvatureto provethe followingtheorem:
THEOREM 3.3. Let -ybe a simpleclosedcurvein R3 and let c([y]) denote
the topologicalcrossingnumberof the knottype[y] of 7y.Then

+ 4 < E(y).
27rc([7y])
Since the numberK(n) of distinctknots,of at most n crossingssatisfies
2n < K(n) < 2 .24n

(see [S],[T], [W]), the numberof knottypeswithrepresentatives
belowa given
energythresholdcan be bounded by an exponential. Preciselywe have the
followingcorollary:
COROLLARY 3.5. The numberof (isomorphismclasses of) knotsthatcan
be represented by curves of E < M is bounded by 2. (24-4/2w,) (241/2,)M ~
(0.264) (1.6581M .

In our normalizationall (round) circleshave E(circle) = 4, and this is
the smallestpossiblevalue forthe energyof closed curvesin R3(via Corollary
2.2). On the otherhand, if a closed curve'ysatisfiesE(y) < 67r+ 4, then'y is
unknotted(via Corollary3.4). At this point it is interesting
to comparethe
energyE(-y) -withthe total curvatureTKQ(y) = f I(-Y'(u)/
1K'(u)I)'I du. Clearly
2In this article,a knotor linkmeans a topologicallytame knotor link.
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TK(circle) = 27rand, accordingto Milnor[Mi],TK(y) < 4w impliesthat -yis
unknotted.Howeverthe functionalTK is less coercivethan B, since unlike
Corollary3.4 thereare infinitely
many2-bridgeknots,all havingrepresentativeswithTK = 4wx+ e forany givene > 0.
Given a knot K, one may seek a loop AK of knottype K withminimal
energy.In this articlethe existenceof extremalfunctionswill be established
forirreducibleknots.
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be an irreducible
knot. Thereexistsa simpleloop
> R3 with knot type K such that E(QK) < E(a) for any other simple
loop 'y: 1- JR3of thesame knottype.

AK: $1

A simpleloop -yin R3 of finiteenergyis called a locallyextremalloop if
E(ay) < E(y*) for any simple loop 7*, which is ambiently isotopic to 7yand

whichis containedin some neighborhoodof 'y. We conjecturethat any locally
extremalloop is smooth(C?). By some elementarygeometricalargumentwe
will provethe following
theorem:
C1'1-regularity
THEOREM 5.4. Let 'y be a locallyextremalloopin R3. Then,in arc-length

parametrization,
7y(s)is a C1'1function.

The organizationof the articleis alreadyclear fromthe table of contents.
We startin Section 1 withsome elementaryproperties.In Section2 we prove
the M6bius invarianceof the energy. In Section 3 we discuss the crossing
numberof knots and the average crossingnumberof curvesin 3-space. We
show that the average crossingnumberof a closed curve is bounded by its
energyup to some multiple.Using this property,we provein Section 4 that
curvesof finiteenergyare (topologically)tame. We also provethe existence
of the extremalcurves,which minimizesthe energyin the familyof loops
representing
any givenirreducibleknot. In Section 5 the extremalcurvesare
shown to be in the class C1'1. We derivesome variationalformulasforthe
gradientof the energyin Section6, whileSection7 containssome remarkson
the energyof links. Finally in Section 8 we considerthe extremalproblem
of energyis no longerequal to -2.
whenthe exponentin the definition

1. Elementary properties
We will use X to denote either an interval of R or S1. Let 7y: X

->

R3 be

a rectifiablecurve. This means that -yadmits a locally integrablefirst-order
S' withR/fZ,where
derivative = 'y'. In case of closedcurveswe willidentify
,> 0; and we mayregard7yas a periodicfunctiondefinedon R withperiode.
A1
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Moreover,if the arc-lengthparametrizationis used, then e equals the length
of the curveand
r
I;/2
fx+e/2
1
1
i
dy.
(1.1)
E(-y) =
dx](1
(y) -7 (X)I12-y I X-S1 2 t
f-/2
Jo-f/2
-

Example 1.1. The energyof a circle is 4. To show this let us assume
that the radius of the circleis 1. Let tyo:R/(27rZ) -* R3 be an arc-length
parametrizationof the circle. If Iy- xl < 7r,then
= 2 sin(Iy - x1/2).

17o(y)-x)

Thus by equation (1.1) we have
7r

E(7yo)

=

11

X+7r

j

dx

[2sin XY2xI1

; [sin2 (3//2)
= 27rj

O

[1

-

sin2 u

= 27r(-cot u + -)
Since cot u
that
(1.2)

-

1)2

}

y2]

1]

u2

du

/2

=1/u-(1/3)u?+ ., we have cot u-1/u -0

as u

0. It follows

E(7o) = 4.

A map f: X -* Y betweenmetricspaces is called L-Lipschitzif the
distance (f (u), f (v)) < L distance (u, v), forall u, v E X. It is called L-bif(X) -* X existsand is also
Lipschitzif f is L-Lipschitzand its inversef:
L-Lipschitz.
LEMMA1.2. Let 7y(u)be a rectifiable
curvein R3parametrizedbythearc
length.If E(y) is finite,thenthemapping'y: X -* R3 is L-bi-Lipschitzwith
the bi-Lipschitzconstant L = L(y) dependingonly on E(-y). Furthermore
L(y) convergesto 1 when E(y) tendsto 0.
Proof. The firstpart of the lemmais due to O'Hara, but forthe convenience of the readerswe providea somewhatdifferent
approach that proves
both statementsof the lemma.
Since u is the arc-lengthparameter,the mappingu |--+y(u) is Lipschitz
with L = 1. We need to show that thereis a constant L dependingonlyon
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E(7y) such that for any ul and u2, with u2 U2 - u1 < LI1y(u2)

(1.3)

= D(7y(ul),<y(u2)),

we have

y(u) I.

-

Since the energy is invariant under affine similarities (via part (ii) of
= U2- u1 = 4 and, fur0.1), we may assume that D(Y(ul),y(u2))
ther, that u1 = -2 and u2 = 2. Then inequality (1.3) reduces to
Lemma

4 < LI1y(2) - 7-2)1.

(1.4)
Let t E (0, 2). Then

E(7) >
>
(1.5)
(1.5)

j

{ K(s)-7(X) 12

dxj

>

dx''d1y
_;t 1| (y)
~~~2+t 2

7 (X)12

tdx (17(2)f-7(-2)1
2f-y

=

|y

1

dy

X12}

+

12 - t-(-2
By letting t

12}

2

-2+t
J2

I

+

+ 2)2

+ t) 1 }d

1, we deduce that

[

(1K(2)-

l[K(2)
_

7(-2)1(17(2)

-

-

log [21a(2)

'7(-2)I+ 1)2

(-2)1

-

7(-2)1

11
+ 2)

-

4

4

Thus
1K(2)

-

y(-2)1 >

-2el/4eE('Y)'

So inequality (1.4) holds for some L < 2el/4eE(e).
- '(-2)1)/8
in inequality (1.5), we obtain
Next, by letting t = (4 - 1(2)
E (7)

>j

dxJ

{(17(2)-7(-2)1
12-

> ~~
_

+ 2-y

t - (-2+t)12}

+ z + 2)2
dy

dxj

14- 2t12
- 7(-2)1 + 2t)2
_
2(4 + 1_(2)
(-2)1)3
_Y(-2)1)(4
17(2)
(4 + 31y(2) - ' (-2)1)2(12 + 1K(2) - 7 (-2)1)2
3
( 4 - 1K(2) - 'y(-2) 1
dzJ

{(17(2)

16
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This impliesthat the bi-LipschitzconstantL goes to 1 as E(-y)tendsto 0.

7
1I

For a rectifiablecurveTy,the energyintegrandin equation (0.3) is almost
defined.If E(7y)is finite,thenthis integrandis an L1 functionof
everywhere
of 7yof
u and v. So foreverya' > 0 thereis a 6' such that, forany subarc y6/
length6',
E y76)<C'.

(1.6)

Using Lemma 1.2, we obtain the followingcorollary:
COROLLARY 1.3. Given 7ywith E(7y) finiteand given any e > 0, there
exists some 6 > 0 so that any subarc 'y6 of length 6 is a (1 + c)-bi-Lipschitz

underthe arc-length
parametrization.
embedding

El

Note that 6 of Corollary1.3 may depend on the curve'y.
Althougha bound on the energyimpliesthe bi-Lipschitzpropertyfora
curve, it does not implythat the curve is continuouslydifferentiable.The
turningtangent(i.e., many
readermaytryto findan arc that has an infinitely
smallenergy.
spirals)approachingsome interiorpoint,whilehavingarbitrarily
manysegmentssi of circleswithe/i degreesof arc
Hint: Fit togetherinfinitely
and rapidlydecreasingradius ri. Since E(si) = 0(02/i2) and the off-diagonal
contributionsto energyare very small when ri decreases quickly,the total
energycan be made 0(e), whilethe total turningequal to jEj??1/i is infinite.
The followinglemma is obvious,but useful:
LEMMA 1.4. Let 'y be a rectifiablecurve and let 7Yk, k = 1,2,...,

subarcsof 'y withdisjointinteriors.Then
(1.7)

ZE(7yk)

< E(7y).

be
El

k

We will end this section by showingthat, fora simple closed curve 7y,
forsome 6 > 0. In particular,if -yis
E(y) is finiteif y is only L2+6-integrable
but the argumentis relevant
C11, then E(7y)< 0o. The proofis quite lengthy,
to Section6.
1.5. Let -ybe a simple closed curve in R3 whose second
is
derivative L2+6-integrable
for some 6 > 0. Then E(7y) is finite.
PROPOSITION

Proof. Let u be an arc-lengthparameterfor'y. By assumption, y(u) is
Then I-y(u)| = 1 and
L2+6-integrable.
7y(v)- (u) = (v-u) f
(1.8)
= (V

1

(u + t(v-u)) dt

o1
- u)-y(u) + (V _ U)2

j

(1 - t)t(u + t(v - u)) dt.
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It thenfollowsthat
y(u)I2

M(v) -

= (v-u)2

(1.9)

[1 + 2(v-u)

(1

t)(A(u), ~(u + t(v

-

(1 -t)a(u

+(v-_U)2|

+ t(v -u))

-

u))) dt

dt|]

where(, ) denotesthe innerproductin R3.
Since ty(u)E L2+6, we have by Holder inequality
X I(u

+t(v

Idt =

-u))

(v

<

(1.10)

-

<

1~(

U)

Id
_
UI(-+6)1(2+6)

1 II'u'2+6IV
C Iv -uIC
I- 1u1/2

iS the L2+6-norm of K(u)I, a = (1 + 6)/(2 + 6) - 1/2
where 1VA12+6
6/(2(2 + 6) > 0, and C denotessome constantindependentof u and v.
Combiningformulas(1.9) and (1.10), we get

=

1
1y(v) - 'y(u) 12

u)2 -2(v-u)
?0

(1.11)1+

((v-u)

2

j

-

1

t)(a(u)),

(u + t(v - u))) dt

]

/;1( _t) (y(u) , ty(u+ t(v -u)))

dt

W~IV Ul-2ogJ

where0 (x) denotessomequantitywithI0(x)I < KIxI forsomeconstantK > 0
independentof u and v.
Therefore,forany c > 0,

fJ{1

Iv-uI>E

(1.12)

K(V)

_________

=J

-(U)12

D ((u)< 1 (V))2

{VY(v)-7(u)I2

(v

} ~~dvdu
u)2}

dudv

Iv-uI~c
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dt

7(u + t(v-u)))

(1-t)((u),

[-j

=-
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Iv-ueI

+ 0

du dv

VU12a)J

+ tw)) dt) dudw + C6,

=-JJ|?-(j;(1-t)(a(u),w(u
IwI~c

bounded as c - 0+.
whereC6 is uniformly
It remainsto show that the integralon the right-handside of equation
bounded. Denote this integralby I. Since Vt(u)I= 1, we
(1.12) is uniformly
have (-y(u),y(u)) = 0, a.e. Then
(

he=(|||

+ tw)) dtdu dw

)
(w(u

IwI~c

JJJ
o<t<1

-

2(1

t) ((u)

-y(u

+ tw),<(u + tw)) dtdudw

IwI~c

J

o<t<1
-

2(1 -t)

[jK-((u)-ty(u

+ tw),A(u + tw)) du1 dtdw.

IWI>E

o<t<1

By Holder inequality
I-Ku)-

-(u + tw)I ?

j

rU+tW

Vy(v)Idv < o (IwI +a);

hence
|;(-y(u)-ey(u +tw),~(u +tw)) du| <

(I(wl

2+c')

,

l(u

+ tw)l

du

= O(IwI2+a)II)I1i
=

O(IwI

+a).

It then followsthat
1161

j|
j

I IO(IW

(Iwa-1)

2+a)

dw

dw,

El

whichis finite.
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2. Mo-bius invariance of energy
The energyE(y) is independentof parametrizationand is unchangedif
-yis changedby a similarityof RP3. In this sectionwe prove a fundamental
propertyof E(y): invarianceunderM6bius transformation.
In orderto state
the followingtheoremmore conveniently,
we will make the conventionthat
the energyof any nonrectifiable
curveis infinite.
2.1. Let -ybe a simpleclosedcurvein ]R3and let T be a M6bius
THEOREM
transformation
of ]R3U {oo}. The followingstatementshold:
(i) If T oyl C 3, then E(Toy)=E(a).
(ii) If T o y passes throughox, then E((T o y) n ]R3) = E(y) - 4.

of the 3-sphereS3 = ]R3U {Xo}
Recall that the Mobius transformations
are the 10-dimensionalgroup of angle-preserving
diffeomorphisms
generated
]R3
{oo}
in
If
in
by inversion 2-spheres. T is the inversionof
U
the 2-sphere
{x E Ri33:Ix-aI = r}, where a E Ri3 and r > 0, then T is definedby
T(x) = a + (,rllx -al)2(X

-a).

As an immediateapplication,we findthat the circleshave least energy.
Actuallyit was the attemptto prove the extremalpropertiesof the circles
that lead to the discoveryof Theorem2.1.
2.2. For any loop y: 51 -* R3, the energysatisfiesE(a) >
4, whereequalityholdsif and onlyif -yis a circle.
COROLLARY

Proof. Assume that -yis simple; otherwiseE(-y) = +oo. Let T be a
that maps some point of -yto ox. Then E(-y) = 4 +
M6bius transformation
n
R3).
Clearly
E((Toy) nRl3) > 0 and equalityholds if and onlyif
E((Toy)
LI
(TOPy) n ]R3is a straightline.
To proveTheorem2.1 we need the followinglemma:
LEMMA 2.3. Let y(u): R/fZ -* ]R3 be a closed curvesuch thatthepositiverealfunctionVa(u) is Lipschitzin u. Then,for any e > O0

1

1D(y(u),
Iu-vI

K(u) I Vt(v)Idu dv = 4 -

+

)

>e

Note that if -y(u)is parametrizedby arc length,then the errortermin
equation (2.1) vanishesforsmall e.
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Proof. Let L be the lengthof -y.We assumethat E is smallenough. Then
the left-handside of (2.1) is equal to

-

f [f

K~~~v)I dv1V(u)Idu

Llv ul>E D(-y(u), y(v))2
JuER/eZ

(2.2)

~4

(2.2)~~~

- 1

-1

I=ER/z[L

JER/fz L

j

E+

E__

where

Vt(u)I du,

fu+E

6+ = E+(u) = D(y(u + c), y(u)) =

and

E_= E_(u) = D(y(u), y(u - c)) = j

u

dt
1L$(t)I

dt.
Lty(t)I

Since h'(u)I is Lipschitz,(d/du)I-y(u)I E L?(]R/7Z).
calculus we have

(1t) (
+,E2X
E+E(u)l

and

=I kyU)I62 (1- t) (

By an identityof

|Mu+C01ldt
d

I

(u -

't))

dt.

It followsthat
MY(u)| [1+?g(u)j fe(1 -t) ( ddai(u+ ct)I)dt]

6?+

(2.3)

1

1

1_

I)

=_

(u)I j

[1-1

1

1

1- t) (dI'Y(u+?et)I)

f1

Vy(u)IE I '(u) 2 /

(

/d

) du (u)

) d)

dt+ 0(E2)1

(E)

Similarly
(2.4)

?
(1- t) (
e+ -I~(u)
Jdu
Vy Ic 1y(U)12

?(E).
-Et) I dt +

Then by equation (2.2)
-II
lu-vl

(2.5)

D(Y(U),Y?(v))2V1Y(v)I

I(u)I dv du

>E

=4-

JE/e

(-+ ?

(u)I du
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f

=4-

(2.5)

(JeR/eZ

E

du ?

Mu +t
[ IPYU+

Note that

f

-

f

1(1 -t)1

JUER/eZMu)J

(u-Et)I] dtdu+O(cE).

|I

Ad<1(u?,ct)I du

i~~

(u +'Et) du

uER/eZ

= 0.

d(logI-?(u+Et)I)

=LR/Z

Thus equation (2.5) is equal to
4 - - +

(1 -t)

7(u +

(
|
ieR/Z IT(U)

t

(I t(u)I

-ER/eZ

1i(u

t) )

uY( + et) I du
dt.

et)I)+K(u-et)Idu]

Since
1

1

_

K(u) I

_

VMu + ct)I

My(u?+ct)I-h(u)I
ML(u)I Mu(u +

- 0(),

t)I

equation (2.5) equals
?2 + (E) ?

4

(c),

whichprovesthe lemma.
For any closed curve-y: Ri/fZ-* R3 and foreach E > 0 define
E6 (Iy) =

(2.6)

IV(U) yC)1

JY(V)I2()I
_ -

K(v)I dudv+4_

2e

Iu-vl?>

Then by Lemma 2.3 we have
=

JJ
[

Iu-vI?e

-(U)

)(V)12

I,(V))2 ](U)

IY(v)jdudv + 0(e).

We deduce the following:
COROLLARY2.4. If Vt(u)Iis Lipschitzin u, then
(2.7)

E(y) = lim E,(y).
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we mayassumethat T
Proof of Theorem2.1. Withoutloss of generality,
is an inversionin a 2-sphere.Let us startwiththe case whereT(-y) C ]R3. Let
= 1 and I(To y)'(u)I =
u E lR/fZbe the arc-lengthparameterof -y.Then I-y(u)I
in u, whereT'(.) denotesthedifferential
IT'(-y(u)) are bothLipschitzfunctions
of T. Hence E(y) = limbo+ E,(-y)and E(T o -y)= limbo+ EE(T o -y).
By a calculationusingthe law of cosines,we have
1

IT'(y(u))I IT'(^y(v))I _

(2.8)

IT(-y(u))

-

T(y(v))12

Lty(u)-y(V)12

Integratingthis overthe region u - vI > c, we obtain EE(T o -y)= E6(y) (see
(2.6)). Hence E(T o -y)= E(-y) by Corollary2.7.
Next let us assume that T(-y) passes throughoc. Let Y1 = T(-y)n W3. If
thenneitheris -y,and then E(-y) = E(7y) = ox. Thus we
-Yiis not rectifiable,
-Yi
may assume that is rectifiable.Let u E R be the arc-lengthparameterfor
Y1.

Clearly y- T-' (o)

= T- (-y,) is a rectifiable curve. It has finitelength

if and only if -yis rectifiable.If -yis not rectifiable,then its energyE(-y) is
infinite,
and in thiscase we need to showthat the energyof -Yiis also infinite.
We will delay the proofof this untillater. For now let us considerthe case
when-yis rectifiable.
Let N E (100,ox) and let e E t0,.001). Define

(2.9)

II

=

Ei(s/

[yi
I
(u)

(V) 12

D(_

_j(u),

_

(v) ) 2 ]

ue[-N,N]
u-vj >E

* P1(u)IIY1(V) I du dv .

Since D(-yi(u),yi(v)) =u
EN(y)

-

=

= 1, we have forpositivee
vI and IVyj(u)I

Ii

f

uE[-N,N]
lu-v

(2.10)

>E

-vfN
=

1 1(u)I 1V1(v)I dudv
1yi(u) - yi v j2

L/vuiu (v

II

1l
uE[-N,N]
lu-v Ie

Ki~u~;i~)I2dudv
-

yla (U)

ay (V) 12e

du
-

4

Now let -ybe parametrizedin such a way that,forany u E [-N - 1,N +
Ri/fZ(choose ? > 2N + 2), we have -y(u)= T-' o yl(u). Similarlydefine
EN (-y)by equation (2.9), where-yiis replacedby y. Let L be the lengthof -y.
1] C
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Then by a similarargumentto that in Lemma 2.3, we have

ff V(u)I- MI'(O)I dudv
I] kx(u) -y(v)12
UE[-N,N]

EN(y)=

Iu-vI>E

-N [J v-ul>E D(-y(u)< y(v))2 dv] IAY(u)Idu

ff

=

]
HN,Nj

uE[

(2.11)

L$Mu)
IIK(M) dudv

7(U) -7(v)12

ju-vj>?
JN|

( 1_+-)

ff

=

II

UE[-N,N]

-

(u)I du

Vu)ILMO)I udv

IV(u) - 7(v)12

Iu-vI>E

4N

Vt(u)Idu?+ Lj

+ (E)

+?

4

|y(u))I

du,

wheree+ and e_ are definedas in equation (2.2) and 0(9e) may depend on N.
On the otherhand, equation (2.8) impliesthat
i(u)l K(v)l

UE
[N,N]

171(u) - tY1(v) 12

Jd
ud

I
Mu(u)KM

UE
[-N,N]

2
17 (u) - 7 (V)

Iu-vI>c

du dv.

Iu-vI?E

Combiningthe last threeformulas,we have
EN(71)

-

EN(a) = -4 L

-N

K(u)I du + 0(9e).

By lettinge -* 0, we obtain
(2.12)

E (y1 -E =E-L(y)

length(T- 1 o -y([-N, N]))

(recall that -y(u) = T-1-yj(u) foru E [-N - 1,N + 1]). By the definitionof
energy,limN,+O EN(-yl)= E(-y1)and limN,+O EN(-y)= E(-y). It followsthat
E(-y1)is finiteif and onlyif E(-y) is finite.In case theyare finite,part (ii) of
Theorem2.1 followsfromequation (2.12) if we let N -* +oo.
It remainsto show that the energyof -Y1is infiniteif -yis not rectifiable.
Assumingthis,we see that T-1(-y1)= y- T-1(oo) has infinitelength. This
means that eitherT-1 o -yl((-oo, -1)) or T-1 o -y((1, ox)) has infinitelength.
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Withoutloss of generalitylet us assume the former.Then

JJ
[

E(-yi)

(u)Y(v)jv2

u-vI2

du
d

uE(-oo,-1]
vE[O,1]

dv

fdu

ff I(T

=

0

IT]1lo

uE(-oo,-1]
vE[O,1]

> 6

-lo2
(V) 12

h'i (U)

J1
uE(-xo,-1]
vE[O,1]

-yl)'(u) (T 0 -yl)'(v) dudv - log2
-~,(u)- T-1 oyl()1

I(T-1 o -yi)'(u)) du-log 2

00,

where6 > 0 is some constantindependentof u. The proofof Theorem2.1 is
thuscomplete.
3. Energy bounds the average crossing number
In this sectionwe will showthat the averagecrossingnumberof a closed
curve-yis boundedbytheenergyup to somemultiple.As a directconsequence,
givenany positiveconstantM, thereare only finitelymanyambientisotopy
classesof embeddingsof S that can be representedby a curveof E < M.
Recall that (see [FrH1],pp. 196-197)the averagecrossingnumberc(Y) of
a rectifiablecurve -y: X
(3.1)

c(ay) = c(-')

*

=

W3(over itself) is

1

(vM(v) a(z))I
JJ
I(W(x
I ( y) (X)13

47r

^~~~

dxdy.

XxX

In the numeratorof the integrandwe see the absolutevalue of the scalar triple
productof threevectors.If the curvey is simpleand has boundedcurvature,
the integrandis actually bounded, since near the diagonal of X x X the
numeratorundergoesa double degeneracy(see inequality(3.9) below).
of r is
For any planar curve Tj: X -+ R2, the numberof self-crossings
just 1/2 the cardinality(= a natural numberor oc) of the subset {(x, y) E
X x X;x 7&y,ij(x) = r7(y)}. Let -o: X -k R3 be a rectifiablecurve. For any
R2 be the orthogonal
0 in the sphereS2 of unit vectorsin R3, let Po :3 W-+
projectionin the direction0 (Po(O) = 0). Let n(-y;0) be the numberof selfcharacterization
of
crossingsof the planar curvePo o y. We have the following
theaveragecrossingnumber:
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curve. Then the
LEMMA 3.1. Let -y: X -* R3 be a simple rectifiable
of its 0average crossingnumberof -yis just the numberof self-crossings
projections averaged over 0 E $2:
c(y) =

(3.2)

f

| n(-y;0) dS,
OeS2

where dS denotesthe area formon S2.
Proof. Consider the map F:
F(x, y)

X xX

(x)

=

diagonal

-

-

-

$2 defined by

y(y)

The Jacobianof this map satisfies,
y(y),y(X)
det(dF)I = I(Ay(x),
j(x)(Y)3-

W(y))I
,
a.e. (x, y) E X x X

-

diagonal.

(Compare [Ar] and [FrHi].) Hence c(y) is the area of the unsignedimages
of F (countingmultiplicities)divided by 4ir (see equation (3.1)). On the
of the planar curvePo o -,
otherhand, forany 0, the numberof self-crossings
n(-y;0), is equal to the cardinalityof F-1(0). This impliesthat the area of the
unsignedimages of f is equal to the integralof n(-y;0) (cf. [Fe]). Hence we
D
have equation (3.2).
For a knot K in ]R3, the topologicalnotion, crossingnumberof K, is
definedto be the minimumof n(-y;0), where-yis anysimpleclosed curvein the
isotopyclass of K and 0 is anyunitvectorin 3-space. If -yis a tame embedding
knot will be denotedby [-y].Moreover,if -yis
of gi, then the corresponding
thenby Lemma 3.1 the crossingnumberof the knot [-y]is bounded
rectifiable,
by the averagecrossingnumberof y.
It is convenientto broadenour picturefromclosed curvesto properrectifiableembeddingsof Ri in RI3. Such embeddingswill also be called proper
lines in ]R3.
rectifiable
line -y: ]R -* R3, the average
THEOREM 3.2. For any properrectifiable
crossingnumbersatisfies
(3.3)

c(y) < - E(y).
2ir
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y(x+s)
,Yx;x+s

FIGURE

3.1

Proof. Let -y(x)be parametrizedby arc length.For anyfixedx
an associated auxiliaryfunctionGx: ]R- R as follows:

~
GXGm~s)
(S)=

{

]+

f+oo(

-

jX+

E

Ridefine

d
dy

- yWxI2-(y -X)2
y(y)
1

1

)

(y X)2 dy
+ S)-y(X)I +?y-X-SI]2
[IVy(X
{
dy+
1
1y(x~s)-y(x)J

}

The upperlimitof integration
fory is +oo if s > 0 and -ox if s < 0. Similarly
the ? signis + if s > 0 and - if s < 0. For s > 0, Gx(s) is the energyrelative
to 'y(x) of the curve -Yx;x+s,which we obtain from-yI[x,x+s]by joining a ray in

the directionof the vector-y(x+ s) - -y(x)(see equation (0.1) and Figure3.1).
If s < 0, then Gx(s) is the negativeof the energyrelativeto -y(x)of a similar
curvein the oppositedirection.Clearly Gx(?O) = 0 and Gx is continuousas
a functionin s.
The key to the proof is to imaginethe dynamicalprocess,where by a
forward(and then a backward),the ray from-y(x),whichis tangentto -y,is
wrappedaround-y,givingthe familyofcurved"rays"-Yx;x+s
alongthe way. We
thenfindan estimateforthe integrandof equation (3.1) in termsof quantities
suchas dGx(s)/ ds (see inequality(3.10)). This integratesto givean estimate
of c(-y)in termsof,the regularizedenergy.
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9(x,y)

-yy)

9(y~x)
y(x)

\

FIGURE

3.2

For a.e. x E IR, Gx is an absolutelycontinuousfunction.We have fora.e.
x, s e R,

dsxKs
ds

(3.4)

x?

-__

a)-'~)2

|a(X + s)-

a(+s) Ih(x + s) - ()

(X)12

For any x e JRand a.e. y E R let us defineO(x,y) E [0,ir]by
and `(Y)'(x)

j angle between'(y)

6
-

and

y(y)

angle between -

7

y(Y)-'(x),

(see Figure 3.2).
Then fora.e. s > 0,
a

(3.6)

I-K (x

as

? S)

(A(x + s), Y(x + s)

-

=(x+
_

__I

=

cos

_

_

O(x,

_

_

x

-

s) - (x)I

_

_

+

s),

_

_

(x))

_

and hence,
1-

(3.7)

-I-(x

s

+

s) --y(x)

I =

1-

cos

O(x,x

+ s)

= 2sin2 O(x, x + s)

2
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A similarargumentshowsthatthe above equalityalso holdsfora.e. s < 0.
By equations (3.4) and (3.7) we have
(3.8)

dGx(s) > 2sin2 H(x,x+s)
-

sR

1forae
+S) -'y(X)12'1. o
[my(X

2

dbs

R

On the otherhand, fora.e. x, y eCR
(a~z,
W
(p))

< sin 0(x, y) sin 0(y, x)

y(x)

IY(Y)

< 4sin ( 2 Y) sin (Y7 )
2
2

(3.9)

< 2 sin2 9(xY)+
2

2 sin26(yX)
2

(see (3.5)). Combininginequalities(3.8) and (3.9), we obtain
(3.10)

y(y)<y(y)-

IQ(Mx) ,

- (X)I3
IVy(y)

y(x))I < {Gx (y - x) + aGy(x-y)

ax

ay

Therefore
|| Mx)j

=1

(3.11)

-X) +
aG?

dx
[+00
(y]

r+00

21

-

(Gx(oo)

Gx(t) )<
-

It followsthat Gx(oo)
that
1(

||~~_

-

)7()7(X)
(y)-_

3Y) dx dy

-

aGy(x - Y)
dx
Ox
Gx(-oo)) dx.

Note that, for any -oo < t- < 0 < t+ < 0,
Gx(t+)

(x

dyG2(y-x)

+00

J

?
-

Oy(-

1frOG(Y)--0)

<h i{
_

dx dy

7(y)- 7 y(y)I-

we have

{d(x?s)-y(x)12

Is

}

E(-y -y(x)).

Gx(-oo) < E (y -y(x)). Then formula(3.11) implies
)13(

)

dxdy < 21

E(-y,-(x)) dx.

But the right-handside in the above formulais equal to 2E(-y) by equation
(0.2); so inequality(3.3) follows.
[1
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IR3 gives rise to a simple
Note that any properrectifiableline -yi: R
=
in S3 JR3
U {oc} whichpasses throughthe point at infinity.
closed curveOY1

In case 'Yi is tame, its knot type, denoted by [-Y1]or [-yi],is well defined. It is

elementaryto showthat
(3.12)

crossingnumber([yi]) < c(-yi).

THEOREM 3.3. Let -ybe a simpleclosedcurvein 1R3and let c([y]) denote

the crossingnumberof the knottype[-y]of 'y. Then
27rc([-y])
+ 4 < E('y).

In Section 4 we will see that any simpleclosed curveof finiteenergyis
tame and hence definesa (finite)knottype.
Proof. If the knottype ['y]is representedby a properrectifiableline Y1
in ]R3,then by inequality(3.12) and Theorem3.2
c([ay]) < c('yi) < -

E(-yi).

Accordingto Theorem2.1, the energywill increaseexactlyby 4 if a M6bius
and
is used to move the properrectifiableline -Yioffinfinity
transformation
El
into a closed curve-y.
Since an essential knot must have 3 or more crossings,we obtain the
followingcorollary:
COROLLARY 3.4. Any rectifiableloop with energyless than 6ir+ 4
El
22.84954 is unknotted.

Computerexperimentsof [Ah],as reportedin [O'H3] and independently
by Steve Bryson,yield an essentialknot (a trefoil)with energy _-74. FolD. Kim, R. Kusnerand G. Stengle[Ki] analytically
lowingtheseexperiments,
solved forthe minimumenergyof linear (2,3)-torusknotson (circular)toriof
revolutionin S3. They obtained Eminl 74.41204.
Accordingto Tutte [T], the numberof "rooted" planar graphs with n
edges is
(3.13)

Tr (n)

=

2(2n)!3n
(2)!3

Thus the smallernumberT(n) of isomorphismclasses of planar embeddings
of graphswithn edges satisfies
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Given a knotdiagramD withn-crossings,
let D+ be the closed unionof
meetsthe diagramin an
complementary
regionsforwhichan arc to infinity
of a planargraphG with
odd numberof points. The unionD+ is a thickening
n edges. Furthermore
this correspondence
{D, n crossings}

-*

{G, with n edges}

is at most2n to 1. Thus the numberof knotdiagramswithexactlyn crossings
is bounded by 2n(T(n)) < 2(24n). If a knottype is representedby a diagram
withfewerthann crossings,thennugatorycrossingsmaybe added to makethe
numberof crossingsexactlyn. Thereforethe numberK(n) of knotdiagrams
withat most n crossingsmustsatisfy
2n < K(n) < 2(24n).

(3.15)

Theorem3.3 and inequality(3.15) may be combinedto yieldthe following:
COROLLARY3.5. The numberof (isomorphismclasses of) knotsthatcan
be representedby curvesof E < M is boundedby 2. (24-4/2w,)* (241/27r)M
[1
(0.264)( 1.658)M.
The idea of usingTutte'sresultsto obtainan upperbound on the number
ofknotsoccursin a manuscriptof Welsh[W]. Sumners,by studyingtwobridge
knots,has shownthat the numberof distinctknotsof n crossingsgrowsat
least as fastas 2n (see [S]).
The followingtheoremgives a directestimate forthe average crossing
numberof a simpleclosed curvein termsof its energy.Such estimateswillbe
usefulin provingthe tamenessof curvesof finiteenergy.The proofis a little
moreinvolvedthan the previoustheorem.
THEOREM3.6. For any simplerectifiable
curve-y: 1
crossingnumbersatisfies
11

c(ay) < 1

(3.16)

E()

+

3

W, the average

1

-.

Proof. By Lemma 0.1 we mayassumethat the lengthf of -yis 2. Suppose
that -y: R/2Z - W3is parametrizedby arc length.Then by equation (1.1)

j 1dx

)

{ I[(Y) -y(X)I2

-3(y _X)2

}

Let x E R. Definean associated auxiliaryfunctionGx [-1,1]
Gx(s)=

ix

{()

-y(X)I12-(

-2}

dy
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The upperlimitof integration
fory is x + 1 ifs E [0,1] and x-1 fors E [-1, 0].
For s = 0, eitherdefinition
gives Gx(0) = 0. For s E [0,1], GX(s) is the energy
relativeto y(x) of the curve7Yx;x+s,
whichwe obtain fromy I[x,x+s]
by joining
a straightsegmentof length1 - s in the directionof the vector-y(x+ s) - -y(x)
(similarto Figure3.1). If s E [-1, 0], then GX(s) is the negativeof the energy
relativeto y(x) of a similarcurvein the oppositedirection.
For a.e. x E IRand a.e. s E [0,1) we have

k

fX+1 a

dGx(s)

ds

+s as

Jx+1(-2)[

as

I'

+S [y(x + s)

(3.18)
=

[1-a

S) -(X)I

[Iy(X +

y(x+ s)-

y -X-S]2|

y(x)l- 1]

y(x)f+ y - x

-

IY(x+ s)

dy
+

-

s]3

-

d

y(x)I]

I[v(x + s) - y(x)12

[Ijy(X + s) -

y(x)I + 1 -S]2

For anyx E R and a.e. y E R withIx - yJ< 1, let us defineO(x,y) E [0,7r]
as in equation (3.5) (see Figure3.2). Then, as above, fora.e. s E [0,1)
1--

(3.19)

+
As (x s)

-7(X)J

= 1- cosO(x,x + s)

= 2 sin20(x, X+ s)
2

Now we willrestricts e [0,1/2]. Then 1-s > 1/2 > s > ly(x+s)- y(x)I.
Then equations (3.18) and (3.19) yield
(3.20)
(3.20)

3

2 0(x,x + s)
dGx (s) >
? 2sii
2

4

~ds

yX

1
S)-yX12

A similar argumentshows that the above inequality also holds for a.e.
s E [-1/2, 0].
On the otherhand, fora.e. x, y E R with Ix - I < 1
(3.21)

(X

), t(y), -.Y(Y) -y(x)
I-()-

y(x)

< 2 sin2 O(X,)

+ 2sin2 o(Y X)

(see inequality(3.9)). Combininginequalities(3.20) and (3.21), we obtain
(3.22)

3

)(y)

I(A(x), A(y),<Y(y) - y(x))

- 7(x)13

<4
- 3

aGx (y - x)

ay

aGY(X-y)
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wheneverIY- xj < 1/2. Therefore

f j(~I(X),j (y)< y(y) -(x))
I ~~~~~
y(y) - yX)1
Iy-xl<1/2

I dx dy

(x,y)ER/2ZxR/2Z

a
IGx(y-x)

4

+ aG (x

Y)} dxdy

ly-xl<1/2

4 1 dx j
(3.23)

1

4

?

3]

/ aGx(y - x) dy

41j(Gx(1/2)
3 -1

-

-

+ 3 f'(Gy(1/2)
3j

-

aG(x -y)

tY+l/2

dy]

(Gx(1/2)

Gx(-1/2)) dx
GU(-1/2)) dy

-

-

dx

Gx(-1/2)) dx.

on [0,1]. Similarlyit is nondecreasing
By equation (3.18), Gx is nondecreasing
on [-1, 0]. Thus Gx(1/2)

Gx(-1/2)

-

(3.23) (and (3.17)) we have

f|f

(3.24)

II

< Gx(1)

-

Gx(-1);

and by equations

(Ay(x)A
y(y)<y(y)- y(x))I dxdy

~~I~(y)-

ly-xl<1/2

X)1

8 1
<- I| {Gx(1) -Gx(-1)}
~3 J3

8

dx = -E(-y).

On the otherhand,

ff

II

1>ly-xl>1/2

I(AI(x)W,(y),<y(y)-y(x))I dxdy
~~~I(y)- y()1

J

dx dy

JJ
-~~~~~

l>ly-xl>1/2

-

II

1>ly-xl>1/2

(3.25)

?

l(y) - -y(X)12

{ V(y)-(X) 12 (y X)2}

dx iy>ly-l>/2

1

_

_
x)2>1

-

-d)2
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K

(3.25)

{IV(y)-7(X) 12 (y-X)2}

R/2ZxR/2Z

+ 1-1f

(

+dy

fX+l

dxdy

dy

=E(y) + 4.
Combining(3.24) and (3.25), we obtain
(3.26)

||

a(X), (Y), (Y)

'Y(X))Idxdy < !!E(7) + 4,

R/2ZxR/2Z

whichimpliesinequality(3.16) by equation (3.1).

0

It followsfromTheorems3.6 and 2.2 that thereis a universalconstant
Co > 0 such that forany simpleclosed curve-y
c(y) < CoE(-y).

(3.27)

The best constantfor Co in inequality(3.27) is not known.
The energyof an arc bounds the average crossingnumberof a subarc
in its interior.Consideringthe middlefifthof arcs, we obtain the following
lemma:
3.7. Let y: [-58,56] -4 3 be a unit-speedrectifiable
arc and let
y- be the restrictionof -yto [-6,8]. Then
LEMMA

1

I-y]

U

=7

(Ay(v),AM(u)7y(v)
-y(u)) Idud
dudv <
3
()

~

-_ U

2 E(y)

UvE[-6,6]

Proof. We may assume that 6 = 1/4. For any x E [-6,8] = [-1/4,1/4]
and s E [-1, 1] defineGm(s)as in the proofof Theorem3.6 (equation (3.17)).
Then the estimate(3.22) holds fora.e. x, y E [-1/4,1/4]. Carryingout the
E
integrationanalogousto formulas(3.23) and (3.24) givesthe result.
4. Tameness and minimizers for knots
In Section2 we foundthatthe circlesminimizetheenergyamongall closed
curvesin W3.We now take up the issue of minimizingthe energywithina
knottype. Since rectifiable
loops maybe topologically"wild",it is interesting
that the finiteness
of the energyimpliesthat tamenessof the curve.
M3 (in our case M is
We recallthatan embedding-yofX intoa 3-manifold
eitherR3or S3) is tameifthereis a topologicalambientisotopywhichdeforms
the curveinto some smoothembeddingof X into M3; or equivalentlythere
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M3 to an embedding

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that X is an open intervalor $1. Any curve
3 withfinite energy is tame.
y: X -

Proof. By a classical resultof Bing [Bi] it is enoughto show that -yis
locallytame. That is, forany pointon -ythereis an open and tame subarc of
oythat containsthe point. By the remarkbeforeCorollary1.3 thereis some
8o > 0 such that the energyof any subarc of -ywithlength< 58o is bounded
by some small positivenumber,say, e = 0.02. Let w be any point on oy.Let
6 < 6o be a positivenumbersuch that -ycontainsa subarc 11w;56 of length56
withthe middlepointat w. This is possible,sinceX is eitheran open interval
or W1.Let Tw;6 be the subarcof 7qw;56of length6 whichalso has a middlepoint
at w. By Lemma 3.7 and our assumptionon 6 we deduce that the average
crossingnumberof 11w;6is at most 2E/(37r)< .01. Using Lemma 3.1, we see
that n(rlw;6;
0) vanishesforsome 0 E $2. That is, the orthogonalprojectionP6
takes the arc ?7w;6intoa simplearc in the plane. A classical resultin complex
analysis says that any simple arc in a plane is tame; i.e., the embeddingof
the arc extendsto an embeddingof the product arc x R intoR2. Thickening
the productstructurein the plane with0-parallellines gives a tamingof the
in ]R3.Hence %w;6is tame. Since w is arbitrary,
arc r/w;6
we concludethat -yis
El
locallytame and, hence,tame.
The followingcompactnesspropertywill be quite usefulin showingthe
existenceof extremalcurves.
LEMMA 4.2. Let -Yi: [-Ni, Ni]

-?

R3 be a sequence of rectifiablecurves of

boundedenergy.Assume thatthe curvesare all parametrizedbyarc
uniformly
lengthand that N = limi~,, Ni existsand is positive. If -yi(0) is a bounded
sequence of points, then thereis a subsequence-~ik of PYi, whichconverges
to a rectifiable
locallyuniformly
simplecurve ty:[-N, N] -? R3. Moreover
E(-y) <

lim infE(^yik)

A similarresultholdsfor sequencesof closed curves.
Proof. We may assume that limckO E( yIk)exists. By Lemma 1.2 all -yi
are uniformly
bi-Lipschitz.On the otherhand, PYj(O)are uniformly
bounded,
so we may use Ascoli's theoremto concludethat some subsequenceof -~i,say,
to a bi-LipschitzmappingAy:[-N, N] --3
convergeslocallyuniformly
-ikN
Denote the energyintegrandof equation (0.3) by G.(u, v). Since
D(-y(u), y(v)) <

lim infD(yik(u),ik(v))
ik--+00

(NkWINk(
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and
l(U) I < li~minoflak(u)

fora.e. u 7&v we have
Q(u, v) < lim infGk (u, v).
Zk-+O

Since Gyik is a nonnegativefunction,by Fatou's lemma
(4.1)

E(y) =
=

JJG(uv)

Jf

dudv < lim inf

GYk

(u, v) du dv

lim E( Ik).

This provesthe lemmain the firstcase. It is easy to see that the same proof
worksforsequencesof closed curves.
[1
As a functionaldefinedin the space of all curves, E is nonnegativeand
in the topologyof locally
(by Lemma 4.2 and its proof)lowersemicontinuous
uniformconvergence.
Now let K be a nontrivialknot. Let Yi,PY2,... be a sequence of loops in
j3 of knot-typeK with energyapproachingthe infimum.We may assume
that each curvehas unit lengthand that all curveslie in some fixedbounded
region.Then we may use Lemma 4.2 to obtain a subsequencethat converges
to some closed curveCOO.Howeverthe knottypeof the limitcurve
uniformly
may not be the same as the curvesin the sequence. There is the possibility
of K may "pull tight" and disappear in the limit. To
that representatives
keep the limitCOOin the same knot class we may suitablydeformthe curves
This would workonlyforirreducibleknots. The
by Mobius transformations.
can only be used to preventthe degenerationof one
Mobius transformations
componentin case the knot is a connectedsum of two. The "size" of the
two summandscannot be controlledat the same time. For example, if the
"pull-tight"phenomenaoccur near two pointsthat are just a unit spherical
of $3 can have a largederivative(in
distanceaway,no Mobius transformation
the sphericalnorm)near both points.
The main resultof this sectionis the followingexistencetheorem:
knot. Thereexistsa simpleloop
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be an irreducible
K such that E(-K) ? E(a) for any othersimple
PYK: $1
]R3 withknot-type
loop -y: 1

-+

3 of the same knottype.

We lay the groundworkforthe proofwith the followingdefinitionand
lemmas:
Definition.Let B C S3 be a closed topologicalball; i.e., B is a subset
to the unitball U = {w E R3; IwI < 1}. We say that a loop byC
homeomorphic
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R3 has its knot typecapturedin the topological ball B if ($3 -int(B); a-int(B))
is homeomorphic to the unknotted pair (U, J), where J = {(u, 0, 0); 0 <
U < 1}.

The followingproperty follows from3-manifoldtopology:
LEMMA 4.4. If a nontrivially knotted loop -yhas its knot type captured
in each of the closed topological balls B1 and B2, then B1 n B2 is nonempty.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that B1 n B2 = 0. Then (B2;y fl B2) is
a subpair of ($3 - int(Bl); -y- int(Bi)). By the assumption on B1 we deduce
that (B2; yB2) can be embedded into the unknotted pair (U, J). This means
that (B2; y n B2) is also unknotted (i.e., homeomorphic to (U, J)). Since B2
captures the knot type of -y,it followsthat -yis unknotted, a contradiction. [D
LEMMA 4.5. For any nontriviallyknottedtame loop -yin $3 thereis some

e > 0 such that no closed topological ball of spherical diameter < 6 captures
the knot type of the loop.
Proof. Let Qk, 1 < k < n, be a finitenumber of tame open topological
balls whose union contains -ysuch that, foreach k, Qk is some regular tubular
neighborhood of a closed subarc of -y. These topological balls exist, since -y
is tame and, hence, locally tame. Let Bk = 3 -Qk. Then each Bk captures
the knot type of ny. Now let B be any closed topological ball that captures
the knot type of ny.By Lemma 4.4, B intersects each Bk = $3 - Qk. Hence
B cannot be contained in Qk. As B n -a$ 0 and the open sets Qk cover -y,we
deduce that B cannot have an arbitrarilysmall spherical diameter.
[1
In the following,the term diameter will mean euclidean diameter.
LEMMA 4.6. For any manifold M > 0 there is some 6 = b(M) > 0 such
that the following statement holds: If -yis a nontrivially knotted loop with
E(-y) < M, then there is a Mobius transformationT of $3, which takes -yto
a loop -y*= T(y) c R3 so that length(-y*)= 1 and no closed topological ball of
diameter < 6 captures the knot type of -y*.
Proof. Let p be a point on ^ywhere the tangent exists. Let T1 be the
inversionin a unit sphere centered at p. Then T1(p) = oc and, hence, nYi= T1o-y
is a closed curve in ?3, which passes through oc. Clearly the knot type of nYi
can be captured by a closed topological ball contained in W3. On the other
hand, by Lemma 4.5 there is some El > 0 such that no topological ball of
spherical diameter < El can capture the knot type of '?. It follows that, for
some e > 0, no topological ball in I3 of diameter < e can capture the knot
type of 'Yi So by resealing and translating the curve, we may assume that 'l is
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capturedby a closedtopologicalball Bo, withBo C U the unitball centeredat
the origin,but is not capturedby any closedtopologicalball in ]R3of diameter
< 1/2.

Let fYi=
-{oo}. Theorem2.1 impliesthat E(-y,) = E(^y)-4 < M -4.
Then forsome61dependingonlyon M, thereis a (round)spherein R3disjoint
from'1 such that its radius is at least 61 and the distancefrom0 to its center
is at most 1. In fact,if no such 61 exists,then therewould exist a sequence
of rectifiablelines whoseenergyis bounded by M - 4, such that the limiting
curve would fillup the ball of radius 1 centeredat 0. That is certainlya
contradictionto Lemma 4.2.
Let S be such a sphere.Let Is be the inversionon S. We claimthat there
is some 62 dependingonlyon M such that the knottypeof the curveIs 'iY1
is not capturedin any closed topologicalball of diameter< 62. In factlet B
be a closed topologicalball that capturesthe knottype of Is o '1. Then, as
(Is)-'

= Is, the topological ball Is(B)

captures the knot type of '1. It follows

that eitheroo E Is(B) or the diameterof IS(B) is at least 1/2. On the other
hand, by Lemma 4.4, IS(B) nBBo $ 0 and henceIS(B) nU $&0. As the radius
of S is bounded frombelow by 61 and the centerof S lies in U, concludethat
the diameterof B = IS(Is(B)) is bounded frombelow by some 62.
ClearlyIs o 'Y is containedin the interiorof the sphereS. So by Lemma
1.2 its lengthshould be bounded by a constantdependingon M. Rescaling
this curveif necessary,we may obtain a curve -y*of unit lengththat satisfies
the conditionsof the lemma.
[1
Proof of Theorem4.3. As above, let -Y1,Y2,.... be a sequenceof loops in
R3 of knot-typeK with energy approaching to the infimum. Since
limkO E(-yk) exists,thereis some uniformbound M on E(-yk). By Lemma
4.6 and Theorem2.1 we may assume that all loops have unit lengthand that
there is some 6 > 0 such that no closed topologicalball in W3of diameter
< 6 capturesthe knot type of Nyk. We may furtherassume that all curves
are containedin some boundedregion.Thus by Lemma 4.2, aftersubtracting
a subsequence,we may assume that -fkconvergesuniformly
to a limitloop
AfKC W3with
(4.2)

E(-yK) < lim E(-yi) = energyinfimum.
-+Too

We will showsome (and henceall) Nfkare ambientlyisotopicto ^YK.This will
implythat the knot type is conservedin the limitand, by (4.2), AYKis the
energyminimizer.
By Theorem 4.1 we know that ^YKis tame. So there is some regular
tubularneighborhoodM (homeomorphic
to $1 x R2) of ^YKin W3.Corollary
1.3 allows the constructionof an exceedinglythin, locally straight,closed,
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regulartubular neighborhoodK C M of yK in W3. The idea is to take an
even numberof pointson yK separatedby some small f > 0 in arc lengthand
to fittogetherthin solid cylindersof lengthapproximatelyf whose axes are
the straightline segmentsbetweenadjacent points. Corollary1.3 also shows
of these cylinderscan be taken to approachzero
that the ratio width/length
-0. The "fittingtogether"can be done in variousways. Rather than
as f
whichthe interestedreadercould provide,we will
give a detailedconstruction
be contentto give the specificationsK should satisfy.
We require K to be the union of adjacent closed cylindersCn, n =
2j, so that
1,2,...,N=
(1) N/2 = j > 700M + 2.
(2) Each Cevenis an isometricembeddingof D2 x [0,?] and each Codd is
embeddingof D2 x [0,1]. Here D2 denotesthe closed
some 1.01-bi-Lipschitz
disk of radius r in the plane.
(3) The ratio r/fis so small that withinany cylinderCn and foreach k,
the arcs of -ykn Cn have total length< 1.1f.
(4) (700M)(1 + 1.1) /?2+ 4r2 < 6.
Condition(3) can be achievedsince each -ykhas energybounded by M.
Let us showthat K is a regulartubularneighborhoodof -YK.That is, tYK
groupofM -yK
is ambientlyisotopicto thecorecurveofK. The fundamental
with
be
as
a
free
over
written
product
may
amalgamation
rl(OK) - ZD 2:
(4.3)

Z (

i-7r,(M-yK)

-71

(K--yK)

*7rg (M-int(K

iri(N

)).

It followsthat both summandson the rightare isomorphicto Z E 2. In
topologythat
particular7r,(K- yK) - 202. Then it followsfrom3-manifold
to the standardpair (S1 x R2,?1 x {0}).
the pair (JK,-yK) is homeomorphic
Hence K is a regulartubularneighborhoodof -yK.
By the uniformconvergenceof {Yk}, afterdroppinga finitenumberof
curves Yk, we mayassumethatnykC JK.It remainsto showthat -Ykis ambiently
isotopicto -YKin K. We fixthe index k.
Call a cylinderCn, n even,goodif
(4.4)E(~

(4.4)

E

'-Y

n+3

(mY

jm)

< 0.01,

and bad otherwise.By Lemma 1.4 thereare at most 700M bad cylinders.On
a good cylinder,Lemma 3.6 and conditions(2) and (3) above assure us that
the averagecrossingnumbersatisfies
C('Ykn Cn) < 0.02/(37r) < 0.005.
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0-backof cylinderwall

projectedimage yi

FIGURE 4.1

By Lemma 3.1 it followsthat there is some orthogonalprojection7rawith
0 almost perpendicularto the axis of Cn = D2 x [f,?], which projects the
subarc -Yi
n (D2 x [0.1k,0.91]) injectivelyinto the cylinderwall OD2 x [-X,j]
of C,. In particular,the projectionlines to the cylinderwall of, say, fk n
(D2 x [0.2f,0.8f]), do not meet any otherpart of Nfk(see condition(3)).
There is exactly one spanningarc k of -fkin the subcylinderD2 x
[0.21,0.8f] of Cn, where a "spanningarc" means an arc in the subcylinder
whichjoins the two faces D2 x {0.2f,0.8f}. By condition(3) all otherarcs of
vi n (D2 x [0.21,0.8f]) have lengthsmallerthan or equal to 0.1f. Consequently
thereis an arc 3 that spans the 0-back wall of Cn and meets the projected
in exactlyone point. Then 3 = ra1(i3) is an embedimage of Nfktransversally
in one point. (See
ded disk separatingCn C ! and meeting fk transversally
Figure4.1.)
Now considerthe separatingdisks t3n foreach good even index n. Since
therecan be at most700M bad cylinders,by condition(1) thereexistat least
two separatingdisks. These disksdivide K intomanysmall topologicalballs,
whichby condition(4) all have diameter< 6. The curve yk meetseach of the
small topologicalballs in an arc, whichis unknottedin the topologicalball by
of [-'k] and the factthat the knottypeof fk is not captured
the irreducibility
in a closed topologicalball of diameter< 6. Thus Nfkis an unknottedcore
curvein K. This impliesthat -YK, also a core curvein K, has the same knot
Ed
type as ')k. The proofof Theorem4.3 is thus complete.
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5. Regularity of extremal loops
Let y: 1 -- I3 be a loop of finiteenergy.We call ay an extremalloop
if E(ay) < E(^y*) for any other loop -y*which is ambiently isotopic to -y. If
E(ay) < E(Py*) holds for those loops -y*which are ambiently isotopic to -yand

are contained in some small neighborhoodof -y,then -yis called a locally
extremalloop. In this sectionwe will show that any locally extremalloop -y
is in C1'1. That is, in arc-lengthparametrization,the functions n-* -y(s)is
differentiable
and the derivative-y'(s)is Lipschitzin s.
Let us firstintroducean elementaryreflectionargument. Let H be a
(closed) halfspacebounded by a (geometric)plane, or a (closed, round) ball,
in W3.We say that H touchesa loop -yat wi and w2, if W1, w2 E ayn OH and
-yis disjointfromthe interiorof H. Suppose that H touches-yat wl and w2;
then the two touchingpoints will divide the loop into two (closed) subarcs,
say, -Yiand -Y2.We may assume that the lengthof -yiis less than or equal to
the lengthof -y2. Let 7, be the image of -yiunderthe inversionin OH. Form
a new loop -Y2U 71 and denoteit by AyH.Clearly,AH C R3.
If H is a halfspace,thennY1
is just the mirrorimageof -Yiin the plane OH.
As the subarcs -Yiand -y2are on the same side of the plane OH, the energy
integrandin equation (0.3) corresponding
to AYHis pointwiseless than or equal
to -y.Thus
to that corresponding
(5.1)

E(yH) < E(ay),

whereequalityholds if and onlyif either-YiC OH or -Y2C OH. Since any ball
is Mobius equivalentto a halfspace,and since the energyis invariantunder
Mobiustransformations
(via part (1) of Theorem2.1), the above propertyalso
holds in case H is a ball.
For a point b on -ylet Wb be the set of points w E W3such that
distance(w,b) = distance(w,^y). In other words, b E Wb if and only if it
is the centerof a ball (of radius 1w- bl) that touchesthe curve at b. If -y
is differentiable
at b, then Wb is containedin the normalplane to the curve
throughb. This propertycan be extendedto thecase where-yhas finiteenergy,
althoughthe curvemay not admit a normalplane at b.
LEMMA 5.1. Let b be a point on a loop -yof finiteenergy.Then the set
Wb is containedin some plane throughb.

Proof. Suppose that Wb is not containedin a line throughb; otherwise
our lemma would be triviallytrue. Let q1, q2 C Wb such that q1,q2 and
b are not colinear. Then the circle obtained as the intersectionof spheres
$q2-bl(q2) determinesa "tangentdirection"throughb. Let P be
IqibI (v)
the plane throughb normalto this tangentdirection.If some q3 E Wb fails
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to be in this plane, then the complementof the threeopen balls bounded by
has some neighborhoodfor
(q3), respectively,
2-bj(q2) and S2jq3-bj
b that is containedin a (round) cone of angle < wTwithvertexat b. Since -yis
a closed curvecontainedin the complementof thesethreeballs, and sincethe
curvepasses throughb, we deduce that ycontainstwo subarcs,both of which
have an endpointat b and are containedin the cone. Then it is elementary
to show that the energyintegrandin equation (0.3) integratedover pairs of
points on the two subarcs is infinite(see also Corollary1.3). Thereforethe
energyof -yis infinite,contradicting
our assumption. Thus all pointsof Wb
LI
are containedin the plane P.
S2 1-bl(qj),
IIq

A loop -yis in C1'1if and onlyif thereis some constantro > 0 such that,
forany b E y,the set Wb containsa (planar) disk withradius ro and center
at b. This is what we will show fora locally extremalloop. The following
lemma is crucial.
LEMMA5.2. Let -ybe a locallyextremalloop. Thereis 6 > 0 so thatany
ball B of radius r < 6 with int(B)

empty)set Bn yK.

n yK =

0 meets y in a connected (possibly

Proof. Suppose thattyminimizestheenergyin the co-neighborhood
ofthe
curve,whereco > 0. That is, E(y) < E(y*) forany loop -y*that is ambiently
isotopicto -yand that is containedin the co-neighborhood
of -y.
As -yis a closedcurvewithfiniteenergy,thereis some6 > 0, 26 < co,such
that the energyof any subarc of -yof length< 56 is bounded by 0.0002 (see
the remarkbeforeCorollary1.3). Hence, by Lemma 3.7, the averagecrossing
numberof any subarcof -yof length< 6 is at most0.0004/(37r)< 0.0001. On
the otherhand, using Corollary1.3, we may choose 6 so small that, givena
pair of pointsw1 and w2on the curvewithdistance(w1,w2) < 26, the shorter
component of y- {W1, W2} is almost straight,i.e., its bi-Lipschitz constant is
close to 1, say, L < 1 + 10-10.
Let B be a ball of radius r < 6 that touches-yat pointswl and w2. As
above, let -yjand y2 be the closed subarcsof y withendpointsat wl and w2,
withlength(-y)< length(y2);and let nj be the imageof -Y1underthe inversion
in the sphereOB. We have yB = y2 U j1. Since 2r < 26 < so, and since I'i is
containedin the ball B touching-y,yB is containedin the co-neighborhood
of
-y.We stillneed to show that yH is isotopicto ny.By inequality(5.1) and the
extremalpropertyof the energyof ny,this would implythat E(yH) = E(a);
either-Yior y2 is containedin OB. Thus aynOB is connected.
and, therefore,
By our assumptionon 6, -Yjis L-bi-Lipschitzwith L < 1 + 10-10. Then
the sphericalangle betweenany two pointsinYinflOB (seen fromthe center
of B) mustbe verysmall, < 0.01. In particular,it followsthat the spherical
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anglebetweenwi and w2 on OB is at most0.01, thusdistance(w1,w2) < 0.01r.
As -Yiis L-bi-Lipschitz,we have length(^y)< 0.OlrL < 0.02r.
we may assume that B is centeredat 0 and
Withoutloss of generality,
=
that wl
(0, 0, r). Let 3 be the subarc of nyof lengthr with its middle
point at wl. Clearly-Yiis containedin the middle 25thof 3 and, therefore,
by the L-bi-Lipschitzpropertythe pointson -y-/3 are at least r/3 away from
the points on -Yi or RYE.Let /OB = (3 - yi) U j1. Since r < 6, the average
crossingnumberc(:) is at most 0.0001. Using estimate(5.1) and Lemma 3.7
again, we may also obtain c(3B) < 0.0001. It followsby Lemma 3.1 that for
some unit vector0, whichis 0.1-closeto the vector (0, 0, 1), the orthogonal
projectionin the directionof 0 maps both 3 and /B injectivelyintothe plane
perpendicularto 0. Since 3 and /B are containedin the ball of radius r/2
centeredat wl = (0, 0, 1), each projectionline througha point of / or /B
passes througha unique point on the upper half of the sphere OB. Using
these projectionlines,we deduce that thereis some simplearc -y*(or ny1)on
theupperhalfof the sphereOB, withendpointswl and w2,suchthat/ (or /B)
is ambiently isotopic to (/1- -yi) U y* (or (/) U i, respectively). Moreover
theseisotopiescan be chosenso that theyleave the pointsin y- / fixedand,
therefore,
give isotopiesof nywith-y2U y*, and YB with y2 U 7, respectively.
Now it is elementaryto see that y2 U y* and y2 U * are ambientlyisotopic.
It followsthat -yis ambientlyisotopicto YB, thus completingthe proofof the
lemma.
R
LEMMA5.3. Underthe assumptionsof Lemma 5.2, for each b in -y,the
set Wb containsa planar diskof radius 6 withcenterb.
Proof. Let X6/s
be the open 6-neighborhood
of ny.Let the set G: fld -* y
be a multivaluedfunctiondefinedas follows:For any pointq E K, Lemma 5.2
tells us that the pointsof -yclosestto q are a closed arc. We defineG(q) to be
the set of all pointson this arc. Clearly,if p E -yand q E Na, thenp E G(q)
if and only if q E Wp. Thus G-1(b) is the intersection
of Wb withthe open
6-ball centeredat b.
By Lemma 5.1, Wb and henceG-1 (b) are containedin a plane Pb. Let D6
be the open diskin Pbof radius6 and centerb. We willshowthat D6 = G-1 (b)
and, hence,that Wb containsthe closureof Dr (as Wb is closed).
By contradictionlet us assume that D6 $&G-1(b). Then thereis some
point w E D6 - G-1(b). Let c = distance(w,OD6) = 6 - Jw- bl. Let / be the
subarc of nyof lengthc and withits middlepoint at b. Let wi and w2be the
endpointsof./1.Let i = 1 or 2. Constructan arc ai as follows:If wi is not in
Pb, let ai be the line segmentjoiningw and wi; and if wi E Pb, then choose
ai to be an arc joiningw and wi obtainedfromthe line segmentfromw to wi
by slightlyperturbingits interioroffPb. Clearlytheirunion oa= al U a2 can
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be kept insideEa. Since a n Pb containsat most the threepointsw,wl and
W2 and these threepointsdo not belong to G-1(b), we have arn G-1(b) = 0.
Hence G(a) C y-{b}.
On the otherhand,sincethe imageby G of anypointis connected(beginninga closed arc or a point), and since the "graph"Uq{q}x G(q) c A/sx -y
is connectedand closed, it is elementaryto show that G
(where q E .N/%)
maps the connectedarc aronto a connectedsubsetof -y.The diameterof this
image G(a) is at most c + 26 < 36 and wi, w2 E G(a). Then we deduce that
the lengthof -y- / is at most 36 and subsequentlythe total lengthof -yis
< 36 + e < 46, a contradiction
LI
because 6 was chosento be small.
theorem.
We are now readyto provethe regularity
THEOREM 5.4. Let -ybe a locallyextremalloop in lR3. Then in arc-length
parametrization,
-y(s) is a C1'1function.

Proof. Let 6 be the constantin Lemma 5.2. Let r be a fixednumberwith
6/2 < r < 6. At any point b E -ylet Cb be the boundarycircleof the planar
disk of radius r centeredat b, which is containedin Wb (see Lemma 5.3).
Let Xb be the union of all closed balls of radius r centeredat points in Cb.
Then clearly-yn Xb = {b}. Locally -yis constrainedto pass throughan axially
symmetricalquadraticcusp. (See Figure 5.1.)
By Lemma 1.2 the normof the difference
quotients(y(so)- y(si))/(so-si)
convergesto 1 if si \ so. If -y(so)= b, thenthe passage of ythroughthe cusp
at b impliesthat the sphericalangle of the difference
quotientsconvergesto
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some unit vectorperpendicularto Wb. Thus -y(s) has a derivative-y'(s) for
any s.
The r-disks Dy(t) are mutually disjoint. It follows that r angle
(-y'(s),-y'(s + As))

<

distance(-y(s),-y(s + As))

<

As.

Since I-y'l

=

1, it

followsthat (-y'(s+ As) - y'(s))/As < 1 forAs small enough. Hence v(s) is
a LipschitzfunctionwithLipschitzconstant1/r < 2/6.
a

6. Remarks on the gradient flow
Let -y: R/fZ -R3
be a simple closed C1'1 curve. Then forany C1'13
functionh: R/fZ
considerthe curvefamilyyt: R/fZ -* 123definedby
-

-yt(u)= -y(u) + th(u),

(6.1)

and, hence,
wheret E R. For t close to 0, each yt is a simpleclosed C1'1-curve
at t = 0,
E(-yt)is finite(see Proposition1.5). If t s-4 E(-yt)is differentiable
then the derivativeis called the gradientof E at y in the directionof h and
is denotedby
(6.2)

VhE(y)
LEMMA 6.1. Let -y: R/fZ

=

d
-E( yt)
dt
t=
R3 be a simple closed C1'1 curve and let

-*

h: R/fZ--- R3 be any C1'1function.Then VhE(-y) existsand is givenby
VhE(ty) = 2

(6.3)

II [

('j(u), h(u))

(y(v)

-

-y(u),h(v)

-

h(u))

veR/eZueR/eZ

-Y(V)- -Y
(u)R du dv.
MO__Mu__

Remark. The integralin (6.3) is usually not absolutelyconvergentnear
the diagonal. Such an integralis definedin generalby
(6.4)

dudv=

J f(u,v)

f(u,v) du dv,

lim

1U-V1?E

whereasthe limitexists. It is leftto the readerto checkthe convergenceof
the integralin equation (6.3) in this sense.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we have
E()

jj

Kt(u) I-t()

- 1yt

1U-V1?E

-yt(V) 12

dudv + 4 - 2-
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and

lim E.(yt) = E(-yt).

Then
dt
f

-yt (v)-yt (u),h(v)-

I]

=

yt
(v)V~~~I

-yt
(u)1Mtu)Vtv)dv

II[ Lt(V)-t
(v')tU
t
(U)12

1U-V1>E

+

+

h(u))

h(u))
KVt(u)I

('tu),

JJ

1U-v1>E

(6.5)

+ Iyt(v)-(u)12 (t(),h( ())
-2

h
h(u))_ (,Yt(v)y(u),(v)-uh(
(^Yt(u),
u))v)

F

[ [

dudv

JJf

-yt(v)

tQ(U)12

- yt(U)12

J

1U-v1>E

Vtv)Idudv.
Vy(u)I

lyt(u)

-

yt(V)2

Since -Ytand h are C1'1functions,it followsthat
yt(v) - yt(U) =

h(v)

-

Then

h(u)

=

t(u)(v
h(u)(v

-

-

u) + (v - U)2
u) + (v - U)2

j(i

j(i

-A)at(u + A(v - u)) dA,

A)h(u + A(v - u)) dA.

(yt(v) - yt(u),h(v) - h(u))
= ('t(u),

h(u))(v

+ (v-U)3J

+ (V-U)3
+ O((V

_ U)2

j

h(u)) dA

+ y(v-U)),

(1A)(jt(u
)(7t(u),

h(u + A(v-u))) dA

-U)4)

= (yt(V)
A similar expression holds for Jyt(v)- yt(u)12

-

yt(U), yt(V) -yt(U)).

It followsthat
(Yt(V)

-

yt(u),h(v)

{

1yt(v) -

-

h(u))

yt(u)12

(t(u),

h(u)) + (v-u)

-A) [(At(u + A(v- u)), h(u))
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+ (yt(u), h(u + A(v - u)))

{

+ (v - u)

I /t(u)12

I?/t(u)12

+ A(v - u)), h(u)) + ('t(U), h(u + A(v -u)))

(31- A) (t(u

I't (U) \12dA
h(u)) at(u + A(v u)), Ijt(u)-z)

-2(7t(u),
+ O((v

(U)12
Iyt

U)2)}

-

_(tt(U),h(u))

*j

1

dA + O((v-u)2)

(1 - A)Qt(u+A(v-u)),>~t(u))dA

2(v-u)j1;

+ O((v
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U)2).

-

Hence
(ot(u), h(u)) _ (yt(v)
I at(U) 12

.

[-(t(u

[

-

h(u))

yt(u)12

-

(1-A)

=(v-u)

(6.6)

yt(U), h(v)

-

1
Vyt(v)

+ A(v - u)), h(u) )- ('Yt(u), h(u+A(v-u)))

12
Vt(U)

Vy~~~~~~
t(U)12

+ 2('t t(u), h(u))

+ A(v -

(u

u))

j

(U))

dA+O0((v-u)2).
Similarly
$Mtu) KtivI
-yt(u)-yt(v)12

(6.7)
(

_

___

ju-v1J

(u v)2 +

Then by equations (6.6) and (6.7)

[

(t(U), I(u))

(yt(V)

yt(v)

Kt(u)12
-

(6.8)

yt(U),h(v)

-

(vuj(1
( - U) v

* -(t(u

-

yt(u)12

-

h(u))1
j

yt(u)IKit(v)I
Vyt(v)

-

yt(u)12

- A)

+ A(v -u)),

4( )

-h(u

+ A(v- U)),
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(6.8)

+

h(u)) (t(u

2(-t(u),

A(v-u)),yjt(u)

1dA +

(1).

Therefore
dt

=2 1

(v

u)

(1 A)

A(v

u)),

IV-ul>E

u+

h(u

h(u)

+ 2(7t(u), h(u)) K7t(u + A(v -u)),

u)), IZ(UI2)

+ A(v-

dAdvdu

It(u~4)]

IWI?E

(6.9)

H

+ Aw),

- 1KA

It%(u)l2)

+ 2(7t(u), h(u))

(u

+ Aw),

fff

= 2

t(U)12)

dA dw du +
0(_)

(1-A)

xER/ezwE[-f/2,e/2],1w I>E,AE 0,1

-

*$'t(x

Since

h

Lyt(x -Aw)12

KIt(x)l

h(x-Aw))

+2KAt(x-Aw),
* dAdwdx

Aw)12 /-\hx)

-t~ Aw)I'1
yt(x -Aw)

+ 0(l).

and at are Lipschitz,

we have

h(x- Aw)
t(x

_

- Aw)12 -

h(x)
Vt(x)

Kt(x-Aw)12I-t()1
t(x - Aw)

_

=

Ki'(x-Aw)14

-

t(x)

+ 0(W),

+

(W),

+

(W),

$(X)14

and
(-t(X

-

/

Aw),h(x - Aw)) = (Kt(x),h(x)) + O(w).
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Then by equation (6.9)

d Es (yt)
dt

JJ

-2

(I -A)

wE[-e/2,e/2],IwI>E

-7t(x),

-t(x)2)

+ 2(ytw(),

h(x),-'t(x))

-

(X),
h(x)) K1t

j<W)

1 d
(Il
II]
~~~'i~-1A) i2

--2

wE[-e/2,e/2],IwI>E

1

dA dw dx + 0(1)

+ 0(1)

(Kt(x). ,h(x)) dAdwdx+o(I).

h't
(X)12

side is 0. It followsthat d/(dt)E(-yt)is
The tripleintegralon the right-hand
to the integralin equation (6.3)
bounded and convergesuniformly
uniformly
D
as c -* 0+.
The next lemma followsfromthe proofof Lemma 6.1.
LEMMA6.2. Let -ybe a simpleloop of class Cal. As a functionalin h,
L
VhE(-y)is linear and boundedin C1'1(Sl; R3).
As a consequenceof Lemma 6.2, we obtain the following:
COROLLARY6.3. Let yk be a sequence of simpleloops thatconvergeto
-yin C1'1. Then E(-y)= limko E(-yk)
[1
For a simpleclosed C1'1curve-y(u) let Pw(u): W3-* l3 be the orthogonal
projectionof li3 onto the normalvectorplane to eyat -y(u).Then
(6.10)
(6.10)

~

P~(U)
(w)
(
~~~

=

W
~

-

1(U) 12
~~~~~~~~~~

(W___________u

Let
N

(6.11)

N7(U)=

d (~(u<\

I~

du (1V(u)J

l-(u)I

Note that N(u) is a.e. well definedand parallelto the principalnormalif
defined.
Assumethat -y: R/fZ -* R3 is a simpleclosed C3', curveforsome a > 0.
Define G.: JR/fZ
-) li3 by
(6.12)

Gy(u) = 2

f

[2IP-(U)(y(v)

i~)-yu1

-

y(u)) -

-

N~~

1

yvKMv)I
yu
-
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integralis well defined,in the sense of equation
where the right-hand-side
bounded. Note that Gy(u) is the L2 gradient
(6.6), and IGy(u)l is uniformly
of E at y.
LEMMA 6.4. Let -y: R/fZ -* ]R3 be a simple closed C3'a curve and let
h: R/fZ -* R3 be a C2'a function such that (h(u), y(u)) = 0 for u E R/fZ.

Then

h(u)) I (u)I du.

VhE(-y)= (G', h) = J((G.(u),

(6.13)

Proof. By equation (6.5) we knowthat
d-

It=o
E,(-yt)
2

((u),h(u)) Ia(u)IIl(V)

J I K(U)I2
JI
f

IU-V >I

-2

Y(V)I2

I-y(u) -

ff (y(v)-y(u),

h(v)-h(u))

y(V) - y(U)I14
~~~~I

(v) 1(u) I du dv
VvIL()dd

jU-VI>E

22j

[U-Vl>.

+ 4f

II

IU-VI>E

(K

e

(U) j j(U)

y(V)I2

Ih(u))

du] M1(v)I dv

("y(v) -y (u),hh(u)) V(u)I V(v)I dudv.

y(V) - _y(U)I14

Using integrationby parts forthe firstintegralon the right-handside
above, we obtain

It=o
-EE(yt)
dt
--2
+

-

v)I dv JUV?EK

1

LX

[iv-l~e

(

11f/f
4-U1>E

|<(V)^du)|
- ( (v) -y(u))

-

u(u)) y(v)
1h(u)j

h(u))

~)
4IPN7(u)(yv
y(U))
() -(u)
14
I[y(v) (-Y(U)I4)

v-uIE

yv

(

y(u)I -y2dvh(u))

~()

y(u)I2'
__(U)2d]ln~)l

(v)Idv]

1(u)I du

v)I dVhU)IdU
dv, (u7I
IN(v)I

1(u)Iudu.
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It is elementaryto show that the right-handterm convergesto (Ga, h) as
e

LI

) 0+.

Remark. Using a morerefinedargument,one may showthat Lemma 6.2
forany 6 > 0.
holds wheren' and h are L2+6-integrable
One of the equivalencesof the Smale conjecture(see [Ha2]) is the fact
that the space of all smooth,unknotted,simple, closed loops is homotopy
equivalentto the space of roundloops (- RP2). This remarkablefactsuggests
that theremay be some physicalprocedure,continuousin initialconditions,
that will evolve a "tangled"but unknottedsimpleloop throughembeddings
is approached,a
to a round circle. Because E(-y) blows up if a self-crossing
flow
space
function
(6.14)

=-grad(E(-y))

is a plausiblecandidate.
To give the right-handside of equation (6.14) precisemeaningit is necessary to have an innerproduct definedon the space of variationsu to -y.
Oded Schrammobservedthat if nyis not alreadya roundcircle,thereexistsa
innerproduct(, ) on the tangentbundleof R3 restrictedto
Mobius-invariant
yTR3 J. At p E -ythe unit spherein TpR3 is the sphereSr C R3, whose center
is at p and withradius r, determinedby the condition
(6.15)

linmD (invx invy)

(ix

inv y) = 1.

Wherex and y approachp along-yfromoppositesides,invsr is the inversionin
and d representsthe euclidiandistance.
Sr, D is the arc lengthalong invsP(-y)
Now Schramm'sinnerproducton variationsbecomes:
(6.16)

((u, v)) = J(u(t), v (t)) ( dt, dt) a12dt.

Now the formalgradientis definedby
(6.17)

((gradE, v)) = dE(v).

we do not knowany of the basic theory(existence,reguUnfortunately
larity,uniqueness,and convergence)forsuch equations. Also we do not know
if the space of unknottedsimpleloops containsany E-criticalpointsbesides
roundcircles. Accordingto Hatcherthereis no topologicalnecessityforsuch
unknotpoints. The "tangled"unknotindicatedin Figure6.1 is an interesting
ted initialconditionfor(6.14).
Figure 6.1 is an exampleof an (unknotted)properknotdiagramwith32
crossings. It cannot be connectedto a round diagram by a familyof knot
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diagramswithoutthe numberof crossingsincreasingto at least 33. (Proof:
Considerthe threebasic Reidemeistermoves I, II, and III (cf. [Ka]). Since
all trianglesand bi-gonsin the diagramalternate,no type II or III movesare
available. There are no mono-gons,hence no type I moves. The initialmove
must be I-1 or II-', eitherof whichincreasesthe crossingnumber.) From
the pictureit looks like a maximumof 36 crossingsmustoccur in the family.
We wonderif "gradientflow"willshrinkthe "knob"relativeto the "bite" and
undo the tangle.
Because we have a conformally
invariantgradient,we may normalizeby
keepingone point of -yat oc. This leads to the considerationof the spaces
XK = {? verticallyasymptoticsimplelineswitha finiteknottypeK}. From
the Appendix(equivalence6) of [Ha2] and [Hal] one findsthe homotopytype
of Xk to be K(7r,1), whereir is Outa(7r1(S3\k)) = the group of outer automorphismsof 7r,(S3\k),whichagree with some innerautomorphismon the
peripheralsubgroup. This group is trivialforthe trivialknot type,but has
elementsof infiniteorder whenever(S3\.AI(K)) contains an essentialtorus
(e.g., satelliteknots)or an annulus,whichis not a unionof fibersin a Seifert
fiberedstructureon (S3,K). Also elementsof finiteorder occur forknots
withfinite-order
whichdo not embed in circleactions. Thus for
symmetries,
"knottedz-axes" the topologyof the functionspace suggeststhat, forsome
knottypesK, thereshouldbe criticalpointsfor E of all indexes= 0, 1, 2,...
At present,no criticalpointsof positiveindex are knownto exist.
Because E is Mobius invariant,any -yadmittinga symmetry
groupG C
a purely
undera gradientflow.In [FIRL]
Mdb(S3) would retainthis symmetry
showsthat thereis no obstructionto symmetry
pretopologicalinvestigation
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servinga homotopyfromunknottedsymmetriccurvesto round circles. It is
still open whethera similarresultholds forparameterfamiliesof symmetric
unknots.

7. Energy of links
The energycan also be definedforlinks. Let yi,-2,...,. yk:
JR3
be a link consistingof disjoint embeddings. The total energyof the link
(-y, 2,.**, Yk) is definedto be
*

1

k

TE(y , Y2,...

(7.1)

k) =E

,

+
E (yi, yi)?

k

i, 1j)i, E(-

i~~~~l~

i'j="i:sj

where
E

(7.2)

=

E

and fori 7&j,
E(yi, yj)=

(7.3)

I

MI

ViKjd(v)Iudv

S1 xS1

Let c(yi,-yj) be the average crossingnumberof -yiand -yj (see [FrH1],
pp. 196-197) so that
1

(7.4)

=

1f I(yi(u),jv)

4irI]I

U1

-yj(V)
-

S1 x$1

-yi( ))I dudv.

-yj(v)

Then we have immediately
cQ-yi,-yj)?

(7.5)

1

E(tyiIyj)

if i/j.

By Theorem3.6
(7.6)

c(-yi,y)<

1 E(yivyi) +

1

As a consequence,we have the following:
COROLLARY7.1. Let M > 0. Thereare finitelymanylinktypesthatcan
be representedbya set of disjointembeddings
of $1 into JR3withTE < M.
Proof. Let Yi,,.2 ...
TE(-i,,y2,... , -Yk) < M.

R3 be disjoint embeddings with
As each loop contributes at least 4 to the energy,
,

yk:

1-
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we deduce that the numberof componentsk is bounded by M/4. On the
otherhand, inequalities(7.5) and (7.6) implythat
k

k

C

2
bi, -0i +
i~~~l~i,j=lij

E

11k

E

k
+ -.

b~ti,-Yi) < 12M

Thus the total crossingnumberof the link representedby (-y1,72,...
bounded by 11/(127r)M+ k/ir,hencethe corollary.

,7k)

is

D

As before,we are interestedin the extremalconfigurations
of links. An
elementarycomputationfortwo planar concentriccirclesshowsthe infimum
forthe total energyof links is 8 while no link attains it. If only essential
linksare considered,the least energyconfiguration
mustbe a Hopf link (see
Corollary7.4). If both (or even one) componentis a round circle,the least
is located by Corollary7.3. It is an open problemhow
energyconfiguration
to provethat this configuration
has least energyin its isotopyclass.
W
Let y: $1
R3 be an embedding. Let p(x, y,z) be a point in 1R3\S1.
Then the energyof p withrespectto -yis definedby
E(-y,p) =

I
I
i(U)

du.

Setting ds2) = E(-y,p)2(dx2 + dy2+ dz2), then ds8) is a new metric
on 1R3\-y
whichis conformalto the euclideanmetric.In fact ds2
completes
E0y)
to a smooth (C?) metricon S3\-Y. It is obvious that the energyof a curve
in S3\-Ywith-y(i.e., the energycrossterm)is exactlythe lengthof the curve
withrespectto the new metric ds2
Now considerthe case where -yis a round circle. Since the energyis
Mobius invariant, we may assume that -yis {(X,y,O)1 X2 + y2 = 1} in the

x - y plane. Then we have the nexttheorem.

7.2. The sphereS3\-ywithmetric ds2E(7)is isormetric
to hyper1
bolicspace crossinga circle,H2 X , whereS1 is the unit circle.
THEOREM

Proof. By the M6biusinvarianceofenergy,we maymakethe computation
for-y'= z-axis. For any p(x, y,z) not on the z-axis we have
(7p)

2 + y2 + (t - Z)2 dt =

|

X2+y2

Hence
ds2 )

=

~2 ?2

(dx2 + dy2+ dz2).
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Changingx, y to polar coordinates{I
ds2)

=

CS6

yields

72
(dr2 ?r2d02
2 (dr2

45

+ dz2)

+ dz2 ? d02)

The firsttwo termsdescribethe hyperbolicmetricin the coordinatesof
the z-axis back to -yin IR, we obtain the
the halfspacemodel. Transforming
theorem.
D
It is easy to checkthatthe energycrosstermof the z-axis,withanyround
circlelyingon a plane {z = const} and the originon the z-axis, is 2ir2.Since
a roundcirclehas energy4, the total energyof this Hopf linkis 8 + 2ir2.
COROLLARY 7.3.

The least energy configuration for a Hopf link with both

(or even one) component a round circle is obtained by any Mobius transformation of {(z-axis), -y} into R3. All Hopf links obtained in this way have total
energy 8 + 2ir2.

Remark. The obvious representative forthe Hopf link
{(X, y, 0) 11X2+ y2 = 1} U {(0,

y,Z) I (y _ 1)2 + Z2 = 1}

is not an extremalconfiguration.
Proof of Corollary 7.3. By Theorem

7.2, S3\-y with the new metric is

The energycross termof a curve in S3\S1 with -yis its lengthin
will be -ywiththe
ds2). Fixing -yshowsthat the least energyconfiguration
shortestclosed geodesicthat links-y,providedsuch a closed geodesicis round.
x S are all the shortest,simplylinkingclosed
But the factorcirclesof 1H12
H2 X1.

geodesics in 1H12x S and round ones in S3.
COROLLARY

7.4.

0

The absolute minima for total energy among essential

links are topologically a Hopf link.

Proof. By Corollary 7.3 an essential link L of the smallest possible total

energysatisfiesE < 8 + 2ir2. By inequality(7.5) it is easy to checkthat it
musthave onlytwo components.Hence
8+47rc(-y1,-y2) < TE(-yl,-y2) < 8+2r2

Consequently c(-yl, y2) < 7r/2. Therefore L is a Hopf link.
8. 1/r'-potential

D

energy

The energy E can be thoughtof as an 1/r2-potential
energy. In this
sectionwe make a fewremarkson 1/ra-potentialenergyin general.
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Let -y= y(u) be a rectifiablecurve in JR3.Using the same notationas
before,forany real numbera definethe 1/ra-potentialenergyEa(y) by the
followingintegral:

E&()=II

(8.1)

{

(u)Ly(v) la

IV(v) Idu dv.
D( y(u, Iy(v))} K7(u)

u,v

For simplicitywe will assume that a > 0 in the following.There are
resultsfora < 0.
corresponding
The followingpropertiesare immediate:
PROPOSITION 8.1. (1) Ea(-y) is independentof the parametrizationor
orientationof the curve.
(2) Ea(-y) is invariantundereuclideanisometry.
D
(3) If R3 is rescaledby a linearfactor s, then Ea(sy) = s2-aEa(y).
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let -ybe a simpleclosedC3-curvein R3. Then Ea(-y)

is finitefor a < 3.

Proof. Let u be an arc-lengthparameterfor-y.Using L$'(u)I = 1 and
7(V) - y(u) =

(u)(V- u) +

2() (V - U)2 + O((V -)3),

we have
(8.2)

(tv -)2

=):2

hiv-

+ (9((v -u))

Thus forany e > 0

II {a(v)~y
II

Iv-ul>E

-

(8.3)

(u)Ia

D(y(v),y(u))c}

{K(v) - a(u)al

JJ
JJO(w2-a) dwdu.

UcV
j

}

dudv

dudv

Iv-ul>e

-

O9((v

_U)2-a)

dudv

Iv-ul>E

u,IwI>c

Thus, fora < 3, Ea(y) is finite.

O

On the otherhand, it is easy to checkthat, forthe unit circleand a > 3,
integral(8.1) is divergent.
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We showthat,foreach 0 < a < 3, thereexistsa rectifiable,
simple,closed
curve-yorealizingthe infimum
of 1/ra-potential
energyamongcurvesof length
=

1.

PROPOSITION 8.3. For 0 < a < 3 let C be the rectifiable,
simple,closed
curvesof length1. Then thereexistsa rectifiable,
simple,closed curve-yoin
C with Ea(yo) < Ea(y) for other-yin this class C.

= R/Z$1

WR3,
1-Y(u)I = 1}, i = 1, 2,..., be a sequence
of curvesin C and Ea(yi) approachingthe infimumof Ea(y) over all curves
with arc-lengthparametrizationin C. By translationwe may assume that
each curvepasses throughthe originof IR3. As in Lemma 1.2 the functions-yj
are all 1-Lipschitz,so by Ascoli's theoremthereis a convergentsubsequence
in Co to a Lipschitzembedding-yo.
71,72, *... (use the same indices)converging
Denote the energy integrand of equation (8.1) by Ga : {u, vlu 7 v}
JR+.Clearly Ga is the pointwiselimitof Ga. Since Ga is a positivefunction,
by Fatou's lemma
Proof. Let {1yi:

Ea (Yo) = | GaI ddv < lim ||
Z-4+OO0J
U'V

(8.4)

=

lim E~y)

Ga du dv

UV

i- 4+0O

D

Next we attemptto determinethe shape of the minimizers.
8.4. For 0 < a < 3 any minimizer-yofor Ea(y) is a planar,
convex,simple,closed curve.
THEOREM

The main ingredientin the proofis the followingreflection
lemma. The
proofis the same as in Section 5. Given a closed curve-yin R3, a plane P is
a plane of supportfor-yif -yn P 7&q, -yc Hp, the positiveclosed halfspace
determinedby P.
8.5. Let -ybe a closedcurvein I3 withP a plane of supportsuch
that-ynP is disconnected.Let p and q belongto distinctconnectedcomponents
LEMMA

of -ynP; divide -yinto two arcs, a and 3, a U 3 = y and a n 3 = p U q.
Let -y'= aU/, where / is the reflectionof 3 in P. Then Ea(QyI) < Ea(-y).

Note that-y'has the same lengthas -y.

O

Proof of Theorem8.4. ConsidertherelationR C S2 x 51 givenby (0, s) E
if
and onlyif thereexistsa plane of supportP with0 1 P, s c P n yoand
R
-yoC Hp, the positiveclosed halfspacedeterminedby P. ClearlyR is a closed
set.
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For 0 E ?2, R1(0) is eitherthe entirecircle,is disconnectedor has the
Cech cohomologyof a point (i.e., an intervalor point). For s E ?1, JZ(s) C S2
is geodesicallyconvexand also has the Cech cohomologyof a point.
E
LEMMA8.6. Either-yois planar or thereexistsa plane of supportP with
n P disconnected.
-yo
Proof. Suppose neitherconditionshold. Let S- be the closed subset
of ?1 forwhich-yohas a plane of support. Both surjectionsR -* S- and
1? _+?2 satisfythe hypothesisof the Vietoristheorem(see [Br],p. 202); i.e.,
all point inverseshave the Cech homologyof a point and thereforeinduce
Z
H2(?2, ),
O0
isomorphismson Cech cohomology.Since H2(SZ)
E
we have a contradiction.
LEMMA8.7. The curve-yois planar.
Proof. If not, by the previouslemmathereis a plane of supportP with
nP disconnected.By Lemma 8.5 we may reducethe energyof -Yo,
contraYof
dictingminimality.
O
LEMMA8.8. The curve-yois a convexplane curve.
Proof. If -yois not convex,let L be a line "of support"meeting-Yoin a
disconnectedset. As in Lemma 8.5, write-yo= a U 3 with an 3 a pair of
/ in L would
pointslyingin different
componentsof myo
n L. Again reflecting
-'
=
a
yield a lower energy curve
U /, contradicting minimality.
O
Conjecture. For 0 < a < 3 any length= 1 minimizerof Ea energyis a
roundcircleof radius 1/(27r).
In Lemma 1.2, we showed that, for a = 2, finiteenergyimplies biLipschitz.This is also truefor2 < a < 3, and the proofis leftas an exercise.
From the Introductionwe know that, for2 < a < 3, Ea(y) blows up
when a simpleclosed loop -ybeginsto acquire a double point. We reexamine
this blowupusingthe followingmodel: Given 0 < c < 1, let
-Yi:

{(X,0,)

-Y2: {(,Y,0)

I 1xI < 1},

IYI< 1}.

Then, by an elementarycomputation,the crossingenergy
E a(,,)

=]

(x)

2()dx

dy

7172

is A2-?

+ o(2)

+ B when a $ 2, and A log(1 +?E-2) +

forsome constantsA and B.

(E2) + B when a = 2
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It is clear that,when 2 < a < 3,
Ea?(_y1,y2)-

+oO

as e-

0,

and Ea(y-,y2) is stillfiniteas e -* 0+ if 0 < a < 2. But
d
-E?(_y1,y2)-- +oo

as e- 0+

if 1 < a < 2. Although,when 1 < a < 2, Ea(y) does not blow up when -y
crossesitself,the derivativedoes blow up. This suggeststhat if thereexistsa
gradientflowfor1 < a < 2, then,because of this infinite-derivative
barrier,
self-crossingwould never occur. For the newtonian potential in IR3, a

see no reason that a gradientflowshouldpreserveembeddedness.
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